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An action role-playing game (RPG) developed by Tokyo-based game company Gestalt, and originally
released for the PC in Japan on August 15th, 2014. Originally intended to celebrate the Japanese RPG
genre’s 30th anniversary, Elden Ring was adapted into a fantasy action RPG game. Read more →
LIGHTSABER GARDENS GAME SPECS: PLAYSTYLE: Action RPG GENRE: Fantasy CUSTOMIZATION: YES
CONTROLS: Keyboard MAP TYPE: Hetero VR SUPPORT: NO RELEASED: March 15th, 2017 LIGHTSABER
GARDENS, a game developed by LightSaber Games, is a cyberpunk RPG told in an artistic visual
novel style. Its setting is a very post-apocalyptic future. The world we live in is in ruins, and nobody
is sure if it will ever recover from the Great Ruination, an unprecedented event that resulted in the
complete destruction of civilization. Read more → LAST LEGION CYBERPUNK COMBAT RPG GAME
SPECS: PLAYSTYLE: Action RPG GENRE: Cyberpunk CUSTOMIZATION: YES CONTROLS: Keyboard MAP
TYPE: Hetero VR SUPPORT: NO RELEASED: January 31st, 2018 LAST LEGION CYBERPUNK COMBAT
RPG is a turn-based dungeon RPG. It tells the story of a young man named Yuya. A while back,
Yuya’s parents and younger brother were abducted by terrorists and Yuya joined a special squad of
cybernetic agents — the Last Legion — to go after them. Now, Yuya and his allies are leading a
desperate battle against the vast terrorist network and unknown enemies in the ruins of Tokyo, while
it is revealed that the terrorists have their own agendas. Read more → ULTIMATE SPACE MARINE
PILOT RPG GAME SPECS: PLAYSTYLE: Action RPG GENRE: Military Simulator CUSTOMIZATION: NO
CONTROLS: Keyboard MAP TYPE: Hetero VR SUPPORT: NO RELEASED: January 14th, 2019 ULTIMATE
SPACE MARINE PILOT RPG was developed by a small team in

Features Key:
Playable in 2D, 3D, and Oculus VR
Elden's Arcane Battle

The classic action RPG combat. Easy in and easy out; but when you leave the task to the
stomach, the story and characters stand before you.
Elden's Repeat Action

You can equip all your weapons, and recreate your strategy and level up all over
again
Solving puzzles

An enemy that is hidden behind a wall made of stone and cannot be seen? A
lock that cannot be opened? A mysterious blue object that cannot be
touched? Or could you be the future Lord of an Elden village and be able to
solve these problems and unearth the truth of the story?
Become a Lord!

The fantasy action RPG WITH NO GAMESEQUEE!!! Become the mighty
lord of an Elden village, and fight in the Arcane Battle! When the fog
rises, discover these splendid places, and become the future lord...! 

GRAPHICS & AUDIO 

Gorgeous and vivid graphics are your standard fare and the title even
comes with a slider function for the quality. The jaunty style comic
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artwork is once again beautifully crafted. (Note: this program does not
support touch screen devices and may not work on smartphones or
iPads) 

Featuring background music composed by the legendary Joe Hisaishi,
the game opens up with a sweeping orchestral score. You'll always
find a change when the background music starts, and it ends with a
thrilling end credit theme. 

Coming down the pipe are the new special effects and illustrations,
some of which have never been seen anywhere before in an RPG.
Check them out. 
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